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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to describe a method for embedding binary trees into hypercubes based on an iterative embedding
into their subgraphs induced by dense sets. As a particular application, we present a class of binary trees, deﬁned in terms of size of
their subtrees, whose members allow a dilation two embedding into their optimal hypercubes. This provides a partial evidence in
favor of a long-standing conjecture of Bhatt and Ipsen which claims that such an embedding exists for an arbitrary binary tree.
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1. Introduction
An embedding of a guest graph G into a host graph H is a one-to-one mapping of the vertex set of G into that of
H. The dilation of an embedding is deﬁned as the maximum distance between a pair of vertices of H that are images
of adjacent vertices of G. The study of graph embeddings is an important topic in the theory of parallel computation:
the existence of such an embedding demonstrates the ability of a parallel computer, whose interconnection network
is represented by the host graph, to simulate a parallel algorithm, whose communication structure is described by the
guest graph. The dilation can then serve as one of natural measures of the communication delay.
The n-dimensional hypercube Qn is a graph whose vertex set is formed by all binary vectors of length n, an edge
joining two vertices iff the corresponding vectors differ in exactly one coordinate. A survey of graph-theoretical
properties of hypercubes can be found in [7], while their applications in parallel computing are studied in [10]. If a
graph G can be embedded into Qn, then n log2|V (G)| and hence it is natural to call Qlog2|V (G)| and Qlog2|V (G)|+1
optimal and next-to-optimal hypercubes of G.
There is a large literature devoted to the investigation of embeddings into hypercubes [1–3,5,9–11]. But even in case
when guest graphs are trees, there is a number of long-standing problems. Deciding whether there exists a dilation one
embedding of a given tree into a hypercube of a given dimension is known to be NP-complete [11], but even in case of
trees with bounded degrees, the complexity is currently unknown. In particular, in 1984 Havel conjectured that a binary
tree can be embedded into Qn with dilation one iff each of its partite sets contains at most 2n−1 vertices. One year later,
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Bhatt and Ipsen [2] formulated two related conjectures that an arbitrary binary tree can be embedded into its optimal
hypercube with dilation at most two as well as into its next-to-optimal hypercube with dilation one. As observed in [5],
the conjecture of Havel is stronger than those of Bhatt and Ipsen, and all three problems have been resolved in several
special cases, but in general they still remain open. The most favorable general result is an algorithm for embedding
an arbitrary binary tree into its optimal hypercube with dilation at most eight [9].
Classical methods for embedding graphs into hypercubes are based on divide-and-conquer strategy which makes
use of the recursive structure of this class of graphs. One of the crucial problems of such an approach is the fact that
the number of vertices of a host graph is always a power of two, which is not always the case for the guest graph. We
suggest a method, based on the ideas of Bezrukov et al. [1], which overcomes this difﬁculty by an iterative embedding
of guest graphs into subgraphs of hypercubes, induced by their dense sets, whose size may be an arbitrary positive
integer. As a particular application, we construct a dilation two embedding into optimal hypercubes for a subclass of
binary trees deﬁned in terms of size of their subtrees, thus providing another evidence supporting the dilation two
conjecture of Bhatt and Ipsen.
2. Concepts and notation
The graphs considered are ﬁnite, undirected, without loops or multiple edges. Our terminology and notation mostly
follows [6]. The vertex and edge sets of a graph G are denoted by V (G) and E(G), while d(u, v) is the distance of
vertices u and v. The distance d(U, V ) of sets U,V ⊆ V (G) is deﬁned as min{d(u, v)|u ∈ U, v ∈ V }. The subgraph
of G induced by the set S ⊆ V (G) is denoted by 〈S〉. Notation A = B ∪˙ C means that A = B ∪ C and B ∩ C = ∅.
A subcube S ofQn with a characteristic vector (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n is the set of all vertices (v1, v2, . . . , vn) ∈
V (Qn) satisfying vi = ∗ ⇒ vi = xi for all 1 in. Let base(S) denote the set {i|vi = ∗}. The number |base(S)| is
then called the dimension of S. Note that if S ⊆ V (Qn) forms a subcube, then the subgraph 〈S〉 of Qn induced by S is
really isomorphic to the hypercube of dimension |base(S)|.
For binary vectors u, v ∈ {0, 1}n let uv denote coordinate wise addition modulo two and for U ⊆ {0, 1}n let
Uv={uv|u ∈ U}. For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} let ei denote the binary vector (x1, x2, . . . , xn) such that xi =1 and xj =0
for all j = i. We say that a subcube T is a neighbor of a subcube S and write S  iT if S ∩ T = ∅ and Sei ⊆ T for
some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Notation S  T means that there exists i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that S  iT . Subcubes S and T
are called brothers if S  T and T S.
We conclude this section with several basic properties of the concepts introduced above.
Lemma 2.1. (i) If S ⊆ V (Qn) and v ∈ {0, 1}n, then f (x) = xv is an isomorphism of 〈S〉 onto 〈Sv〉.
(ii) If S ⊆ T and S′ ⊆ T ′ are subcubes, f is an isomorphism of 〈S〉 onto 〈S′〉 and |T | = |T ′|, then there exists an
isomorphism g of 〈T 〉 onto 〈T ′〉 such that g(x) = f (x) for all x ∈ S.
(iii) If subcubes S, T and U satisfy S  iT , SjU and T  kU , then i = j = k.
Proof. (i) The deﬁnition of implies that f is an adjacency preserving injection.
(ii) We argue by induction on |T | − |S|. If |S| = |T |, then S = T , S′ = T ′ and we can set g ≡ f . Otherwise, choose
i ∈ base(T )\base(S) and i′ ∈ base(T ′)\base(S′) and observe that then Sei ⊆ T and S′ei′ ⊆ T ′. Now extend the
deﬁnition of f to Sei by f (xei)=f (x)ei′ for all x ∈ S. Using part (i), it is easy to verify that f is an isomorphism
of 〈S ∪ (Sei)〉 onto 〈S′ ∪ (S′ei)〉 and by the induction hypothesis, it can be extended to an isomorphism of T
onto T ′.
(iii) First observe that i = j , for otherwise Sei ⊆ T ∩ U , contrary to our assumption that T and U are disjoint.
To prove that j = k, choose an arbitrary vertex x ∈ S and put y = xei , z = xej and w = yek . Then y ∈ T and
z,w ∈ U . If j = k, then vectors z and w differ in coordinates i, j, k and therefore i, j, k ∈ base(U). It follows that
x, y ∈ U , which again contradicts our assumption that the subcubes are pairwise disjoint. 
3. Dense sets and their properties
The main technique used in this paper is an iterative embedding into a hypercube using its dense subsets. We mostly
follow the terminology introduced in [1].
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Deﬁnition 3.1. A subsetD ⊆ V (Qn) is called dense if there exists its partition into subcubesD=S1 ∪˙ S2 ∪˙ · · · ∪˙ Sm
such that for any 1 i < jn, SiSj and |Si |< |Sj |. (S1, S2, . . . , Sm) is called a canonical partition of D.
Let us remark that a canonical partition of a dense set need not be necessarily unique. A curious reader is referred
to [3] for a particular demonstration of this fact.
Proposition 3.2. For any integer 1k2n, there exists a dense set of size k in Qn.
Proof. Consider the largest integer i such that 2ik and let S be a subcube of Qn of dimension i. If k = 2i then the
desired dense set is formed by S. Otherwise, it must be the case that 2i < k < 2n and therefore Qn contains a brother B
of S. Then a dense set of size k − 2i in S together with B form a dense set of size k. 
Dense sets were introduced by Harper [8] who showed that subgraphs induced by them have the maximum number
of edges among all subgraphs of the hypercube with the same number of vertices. Bezrukov et al. [1] suggested using
dense sets for embedding graphs into hypercubes and employed their method to caterpillars and ladders as guest graphs.
Their technique was further developed by Caha and Koubek [3] for embedding other classes of ladders into hypercubes.
The same authors studied hamiltonicity of subgraphs induced by dense sets in [4].
The following properties of dense sets shall be useful later.
Lemma 3.3. Let D be a dense set with canonical partition (S1, S2, . . . , Sm).
(i) If DV (Qn), then for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} there exists a brother B of Si such that⋃i−1j=1SjB and B  Sj for
all j ∈ {i, i + 1, . . . , m}.
(ii) IfD′ is a dense set with a canonical partition (S′1, S′2, . . . , S′m′) such that |D|= |D′|, then m=m′ and there exists
an isomorphism of 〈D〉 onto 〈D′〉 mapping Si onto S′i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}.
(iii) For any u, v ∈ S1 there exists an automorphism of 〈D〉 mapping u to v.
Proof. (i) We argue by induction on m. In case m = 1 any brother of S1 would sufﬁce. If m> 1, apply part (iii) of
Lemma 2.1 to conclude that there exists k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that Sj  kSm for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m − 1}. It follows
that Bm = Smek is a brother of Sm satisfying Bm⋃m−1j=1 Sj , which resolves the case i = m. If, however, i <m,
note that D\Sm is a dense set properly included in subcube Bm and therefore the induction hypothesis guarantees the
existence of a brother Bi of Si in Bm such that
⋃i−1
j=1SjBi and Bi  Sj for all j ∈ {i, i + 1, . . . , m − 1}. It only
remains to observe that Bi ⊆ Bm  Sm implies that Bi  Sm.
(ii) First note that m = m′ since there is only one way how to express |D| as a sum of increasing powers of two. To
verify the rest, we prove a slightly stronger statement, namely that for any subcubes S, S′ such thatD ⊆ S,D′ ⊆ S′ and
|S|= |S′|, there is an isomorphism of 〈S〉 onto 〈S′〉 mapping Si onto S′i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}. We argue by induction
on m. If m = 1, then D= S1 and D′ = S′1 are subcubes of the same dimension and therefore there is an isomorphism
of 〈D〉 onto 〈D′〉 which can be extended to an isomorphism of 〈S〉 onto 〈S′〉 by part (ii) of Lemma 2.1. If m2, by
part (i) of this lemma there are brothers Bm,B ′m of Sm,S′m, respectively, such that Bm ⊇
⋃m−1
j=1 Sj ,B ′m ⊇
⋃m−1
j=1 S′j
and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, there is an isomorphism f of 〈Bm〉 onto 〈B ′m〉 mapping Sj onto S′j for all
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m−1}. Now apply part (ii) of Lemma 2.1 to extend f to an isomorphism of 〈Bm ∪˙ Sm〉 onto 〈B ′m ∪˙ S′m〉.
Note that since f is one-to-one and f (Bm) = B ′m, it follows that f (Sm) = S′m as required. It only remains to apply
Lemma 2.1 once more to extend f to an isomorphism of 〈S〉 onto 〈S′〉.
(iii) Put f (x)= xuv for any x ∈ D. We claim that the range of f isD. Indeed, since u, v ∈ S1, if u and v differ
in the ith coordinate, then the ith coordinate of the characteristic vector of S1 must be equal to ∗. Deﬁnition 3.1 implies
that the same must be true for the characteristic vector of Sj for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}. Therefore for any x ∈ Sj ,
f (x) ∈ Sj . Regarding part (i) of Lemma 2.1, it follows that f is the desired automorphism of D. 
A subcube B is called a native brother of dense set D with canonical partition (S1, S2, . . . , Sm) if B is a brother of
S1 and B  Si for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}. Note that if DV (Qn), part (i) of Lemma 3.3 guarantees the existence of a
native brother of D in Qn.
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We conclude this section with a description of three ways of constructing new dense sets from existing ones.
Lemma 3.4. Let D be a dense set with canonical partition (S1, S2, . . . , Sm).
(i) For any 1 i1 < i2 < · · ·< ikm,⋃kj=1Sij is a dense set with canonical partition (Si1 , Si2 , . . . , Sik ).
(ii) If D is contained in a subcube SV (Qn), D′ = Dei and S′j = Sjei for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and some
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}\base(S), then D′ and D ∪ D′ are dense set of sizes |D| and 2|D| with canonical partitions
(S′1, S′2, . . . , S′m) and (S1 ∪ S′1, S2 ∪ S′2, . . . , Sm ∪ S′m), respectively. Moreover, if D ∪ D′V (Qn), there
exists a brother B of S1 such that B, Bei and B ∪ (Bei) form native brothers of D, D′ and D ∪ D′,
respectively.
(iii) If a brother B of S1 which forms a native brother of D contains a dense set D′ with a canonical partition
(S′1, S′2, . . . , S′m′), then D ∪ D′ is again a dense set with canonical partition (S′1, S′2, . . . , S′m′ , S1, S2, . . . , Sm)
in caseD′B or (B ∪ ⋃ji=1Si, Sj+1 . . . , Sm) for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} in caseD′ =B. Moreover, any native
brother B ′ ⊆ B of D′ is also a native brother of D ∪ D′.
Proof. Part (i) is an immediate consequence of Deﬁnition 3.1.
Part (ii) follows from part (i) of Lemma 2.1 and the fact that ifD ∪ D′V (Qn), by part (i) of Lemma 3.3 there exists
its native brother N which is a brother of S1 ∪ S′1. It remains to set B =N ∩ S and observe that then N =B ∪˙ (Bei)
while B and Bei are native brothers of D and D′, respectively.
Part (iii) follows from the fact that for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, ⋃m′i=1S′i ⊆ B  Sj implies that S′i  Sj for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m′}. IfD′B, then |S′m|< |B| = |S1| and therefore a concatenation of canonical partitions ofD′ andD
forms that of D′ ∪ D. If, on the other hand, D′ = B, then setting j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} to be the least integer satisfying
|B ∪ ⋃ji=1Si |< |Sj+1| guarantees that (B ∪ ⋃ji=1Si, Sj+1 · · · , Sm) is the desired canonical partition. Similarly, if
B ′ ⊆ B is a native brother of D′, then B ′ ⊆ B  Si implies B ′  Si for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}and therefore B ′ forms a
native brother of D ∪ D′, too. 
4. Embedding binary trees
A rooted tree is a connected acyclic graph with one distinguished vertex called the root. In a rooted tree, a vertex v
is a descendant of a vertex u if u lies on the unique path from the root to v (note that a vertex is always a descendant of
itself). Any vertex is a root of a subtree, induced by its descendants. The size of a subtree is the number of its vertices.
If u is adjacent to its descendant v, then u is a parent of v, and v is a child of u. Vertices with no children are called
leaves. Two vertices with the same parent are called siblings. A binary tree is a rooted tree such that each parent has
at most two children.
Our goal is to describe a divide-and-conquer strategy of embedding which splits the guest graph into two parts,
embeds them recursively and then combines the results to obtain an embedding of the original graph. For that purpose
we need to be able to partition the dense set, representing the host graph, into two dense subsets of given sizes. That,
however, may not be always possible, as demonstrated by the following example.
Proposition 4.1. If D1 and D2 are disjoint dense sets of sizes 2n − 1 and 2n + 3 for some n3, then D1 ∪˙ D2 does
not form a dense set.
Proof. If n3, a dense set D of size 2n+1 + 2 always has a canonical partition (S1, S2) such that S1 consists of two
adjacent vertices of degree two in 〈D〉. Since neither 〈D1〉 nor 〈D2〉 contains a vertex of degree at most one or two
adjacent vertices of degree at most two, it follows that D1 ∪˙ D2 = D. 
This observation suggests that partitioning of a dense set may be possible only for certain sizes of its dense subsets.
This is a motivation for the concepts introduced below.
Abinary vectorbn(k)=(b1, b2, . . . , bn) ∈ {0, 1}n is abinary representationof integer kof lengthn if k=∑ni=1 bi2i−1.
Let bn(k)i denote the value of bi . We say that I1, I2, . . . , Ik are segments of {1, 2, . . . , n} if {1, 2, . . . , n} =
⋃˙k
i=1Ii
and for any i < j , a ∈ Ii and b ∈ Ij we have a <b.
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Deﬁnition 4.2. Let p, q > 0 be integers. We say that (p, q) forms a compatible pair if there exists n satisfying
2n >max {p, q} and segments I1, I2, . . . , I5 of {1, 2, . . . , n} such that the following conditions hold:
(i) bn(q)i = 0 for all i ∈ I1,
(ii) if I2 = ∅ then I2 = {i} and bn(p)i = 0 = bn(q)i ,
(iii) bn(p)i = bn(q)i for all i ∈ I3,
(iv) bn(p)i = bn(q)i = 0 for all i ∈ I4,
(v) bn(p)i + bn(q)i < 2 for all i ∈ I5,
(vi) if I4 = ∅ and I3 = ∅ = I5, then |I3| = 1 and I1 = I2 = ∅.
Positive integers p, q are compatible if (p, q) or (q, p) forms a compatible pair.
To illustrate this rather technical concept, we provide several simple examples of compatible and non-compatible
pairs.
Proposition 4.3. For any integers p, k, l > 0,
(i) (p, p), (p, p + 1), (p, 1) and (2k, 2l ) form compatible pairs,
(ii) (2k − 1, 2l − 1) forms a compatible pair iff k = l or min{k, l} = 1.
Proof. For each of the pairs (p, q) below, n denotes an arbitrary integer satisfying 2n >max{p, q}. To verify the
compatibility of
• (p, p), set I3 = {1, 2, . . . , n},
• (p, p + 1), set I1 = {1, 2, . . . , i − 1}, I2 = {i} and I3 = {i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n}, where i = min{j |bn(p)j = 0},
• (p, 1), set I5 = {2, 3, . . . , n} and
{1} =
{
I2 if p is even,
I3 if p is odd,
• (2k, 2l ), set
{1, 2, . . . , n} =
{
I3 if k = l,
I5 if k = l.
On the other hand, if k = l and k, l2, there must exist i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−2} such that bn(2k −1)j =bn(2l −1)j =1
for j ∈ {i, i + 1} while bn(2k − 1)i+2 = bn(2l − 1)i+2. If 2k − 1 and 2l − 1 are to be compatible, it follows that
i, i + 1 ∈ I3 while i + 2 ∈ I5. This, however, contradicts condition (vi) of Deﬁnition 4.2, as then we have I4 = ∅ = I5
while |I3|2. 
The role played by the concept of compatibility in our embedding strategy is illuminated by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. For any integers n, p, q > 0 such that p, q are compatible and p + q < 2n there exist dense sets
Dp,Dq,D ⊆ V (Qn) such that |Dp| = p, |Dq | = q and D = Dp ∪˙ Dq . Moreover, there exist canonical parti-
tions (Sp1 , S
p






2 , . . . , S
q
mq ) and (S1, S2, . . . , Sm) of Dp, Dq and D, respectively, and a brother B of
S1 which is a native brother of D such that one of subcubes Sp1 , Sq1 is included in S1 while the distance of the other to
B does not exceed two.
Proof. Assume that (p, q) forms a compatible pair and let I1, I2, . . . , I5 be the segments of {1, 2, . . . , n}, satisfying




n(p)i2i−1, Ij = ∅
0, Ij = ∅, qj =
{∑
i∈Ij b
n(q)i2i−1, Ij = ∅,
0, Ij = ∅.
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Note that Deﬁnition 4.2 implies that p = p1 + p3 + p5, q = q2 + q3 + q5 and p3 = q3. The proof is organized as an
inspection of the following cases.
(Case A)p5=q5=0: Then necessarilyp1+p3, q2+q3 > 0, for otherwisep=0 or q=0, contrary to our assumption.
(A.1) p3 =q3 > 0: Let S ⊆ V (Qn) be a subcube of the least size satisfying |S|p3. By Proposition 3.2, S contains a




2 , . . . , S
p3
mp3
). Since |S|< 2p3=p3+q3p+q < |V (Qn)|, it
follows that SV (Qn). Hence there exists k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}\base(S) andwe can putDq3 =Dp3ek , Sq3i =Sp3i ek for
all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , mp3} and apply part (ii) of Lemma 3.4 to conclude thatDq3 andDp3 ∪ Dq3 form dense sets of sizes q3
andp3+q3 with canonical partitions (Sq31 , Sq32 , . . . , Sq3mp3 ) and (S
p3









1 ∪ Sq31 which form native brothers of Dp3 , Dq3 and Dp3 ∪ Dq3 , respectively.
(A.1.1) p1 = q2 = 0: In this case we are done, as then Dp3 and Dq3 are dense sets of sizes p and q, respectively,
while Sp31 ⊆ Sp31 ∪ Sq31 and B3 is a native brother of Dp3 ∪ Dq3 which is a brother of Sp31 ∪ Sq31 and therefore
d(S
q3
1 , B3) = 1.
(A.1.2) q2 > 0: Note that q2 <min{2i−1|i ∈ I3} |Sq31 |= |Bq3 | and therefore there exists a subcube Sq2Bq3 of size
q2. Since Sq2 is included both in Bq3 and in B3, which are native brothers ofDq3 andDp3 ∪ Dq3 , respectively, we can
apply part (iii) of Lemma 3.4 to see that Sq2 ∪Dq3 and Sq2 ∪Dp3 ∪Dq3 form dense sets of sizes q2+q3 and q2+p3+q3.
Moreover, as q2 < |Bq3 |< |B3|, (Sq2 , Sq31 , Sq32 , . . . , Sq3mp3 ) and (Sq2 , S
p3




their respective canonical partitions. Next, as Sq2Bq3 , there exists a brother Bq2 ⊆ Bq3 of Sq2 , which by part (iii) of
Lemma 3.4 forms a native brother of the dense set Sq2 ∪ Dp3 ∪ Dq3 . Recall that Dp3 is a dense set of size p3 with
canonical partition (Sp31 , S
p3
2 , . . . , S
p3
mp3
), and since Bq2 ⊆ Bq3  Sq31  Sp31 , it follows that d(Bq2 , Sp31 )2.
(A.1.2.1) p1 = 0: In this case we are done again, as then Dp := Dp3 , Dq := Sq2 ∪ Dq3 and B := Bq2 are,
respectively, dense sets of sizes p, q and a native brother of their union with the desired properties.
(A.1.2.2) p1 > 0: Observe that Sq2Bq3 implies that Sq2ekBp3 . Since p1 <q2 = |Sq2 | = |Sq2ek|, there exists




2 , . . . , S
p1
mp1
). Since Dp1 is properly included
in Bp3 , which is a native brother of Dp3 , part (iii) of Lemma 3.4 reveals that Dp1 ∪ Dp3 forms a dense set of




2 , . . . , S
p3
mp3
). Similarly, as Dp1 is properly





2 , . . . , S
p1
mp1
, Sq2). Since this dense set is again properly included inB3, which is a native brother ofDp3 ∪ Dq3 ,
we can use the same argument once more to conclude that Dp1 ∪ Sq2 ∪ Dp3 ∪ Dq3 forms a dense set of size
p1+q2+p3+q3=p+q with canonical partition (Sp11 , Sp12 , . . . , Sp1mp1 , Sq2 , S
p3




Recall that Sq2 ∪ Dq3 is a dense set of size q2 + q3 = q with canonical partition (Sq2 , Sq31 , Sq32 , . . . , Sq3mp3 ). Since
we assumed that p + q < |V (Qn)|, by part(i) of Lemma 3.3 there exists a brother Bp1 of Sp11 which forms a native
brother of Dp1 ∪ Sq2 ∪ Dp3 ∪ Dq3 . As then Bp1  Sp11  Sq2 implies that d(Bp1 , Sq2)2, we can summarize that
Dp := Dp1 ∪ Dp3 , Dq := Sq2 ∪ Dq3 and B := Bp1 are dense sets of sizes p, q and a native brother of their union
with the desired properties.
(A.1.3) q2 = 0<p1: Note that the above construction works even in this case. Choose Dp1 ⊆ Bp3 as an arbitrary
dense set of size p1 with canonical partition (Sp11 , S
p1
2 , . . . , S
p1
mp1
). Then Dp := Dp1 ∪ Dp3 and Dq := Dq3








and (Sq31 , S
q3
2 , . . . , S
q3
mp3







2 ∪Sq32 , . . . , Sp3mp3 ∪S
q3
mp3
) and anative brotherB := Bp1 whichhas the desiredproperty asBp1 ⊆ Bp3 Bq3 Sq31
implies that d(Bp1 , S
q3
1 )2.
(A.2) p3 = q3 = 0: Then our assumption that p, q > 0 implies that p1, q2 > 0 as well. Choose Bq3 as an arbitrary
subcube in Qn of the least size satisfying |Bq3 |q2 and let Bp3 be his brother. Then the same construction as in (A.1)





2 , . . . , S
p1
mp1
) and (Sq2), while their union forms a dense set with canonical partition (Sp11 , S
p1




and a native brother B := Bp1 such that Bp1  Sp11  Sq2 , and therefore d(Bp1 , Sq2)2.
(Case B) p5 + q5 > 0: First note that condition (v) of Deﬁnition 4.2 guarantees that bn(p5 + q5)i = bn(p5)i +
bn(q5)i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Consequently, if D5 ⊆ V (Qn) is a dense set of size p5 + q5 with a canoni-
cal partition (S51 , S
5
2 , . . . , S
5
m5), then there exist two increasing sequences of integers 1 i1 < i2 < · · ·< ikm5 and
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1j1 <j2 < · · ·<jlm5 such that {1, 2, . . . , m5}={i1, i2, . . . , ik} ∪˙ {j1, j2, . . . , jl}, |⋃kj=1S5ij |=p5 and |⋃li=1S5ji |=
q5. Now part (i) of Lemma 3.4 tells that (S5i1 , S5i2 , . . . , S5ik ) and (S5j1 , S5j2 , . . . , S5jl ) are canonical partitions of dense sets
Dp5 and Dq5 of sizes p5 and q5, respectively. Moreover, as |D5|p + q < |V (Qn)|, by part (i) of Lemma 3.3 there
exists a brother B5 of S51 which forms a native brother of D5.
(B.1) p5 = p, q5 = q: In this case we are done, as one of S5i1 , S5j1 equals S51 while d(B5, S5i1) = d(B5, S5j1) = 1.
(B.2) p5 = p or q5 = q: Then 0<p1 + p3 + q2 + q3 min{2i−1|i ∈ I5} |S51 | = |B5|, the upper bound being
implied by condition (vi) of Deﬁnition 4.2. Let D′ ⊆ B5 be a dense set with a canonical partition (S′1, S′2, . . . , S′m′) of
size p1 + p3 + q2 + q3.
(B.2.1) p1 + p3 + q2 + q3 <min{2i−1|i ∈ I5}: Note that then D′B5 and therefore, by part (iii) of Lemma 3.4,




2 , . . . , S
5
m5) forms a canonical partition of dense set D := D′ ∪ D5 of size p + q.(B.2.1.1) p1 + p3 = 0 or q2 + q3 = 0: Due to the symmetry it sufﬁces to deal only with the former case, i.e.




, . . . , S5jl ) forms a canonical partition of dense set Dq := D′ ∪ Dq5 of size q2 + q3 + q5 = q. Then set
Dp := Dp5 and observe that as |D|< |V (Qn)|, by part (i) of Lemma 3.3 there exists a brother B of S′1 which forms a
native brother of D such that B  S′1  S
5
i1
and hence d(B, S5i1)2.(B.2.1.2) p1 + p3, q2 + q3 > 0: Then (p1 + p3, q2 + q3) forms a compatible pair and therefore by the previous part
of this proof and part (ii) of Lemma 3.3 there exist dense setsD′p andD′q of sizes p1 + p3 and q2 + q3 with canonical
partitions (Sp1 , S
p
2 , . . . , S
p
m′p
) and (Sq1 , S
q
2 , . . . , S
q
m′q
) such that D′ =D′p ∪˙ D′q . Moreover, there exists a native brother
B ′ of D′ in B5 such that one of Sp1 , S
q
1 is included in S
′
1 while the distance of the other to B
′ does not exceed two.










2 , . . . , S
q
m′q
, S51 , S
5
2 , . . . , S
5
m5)





2 , . . . , S
p
m′p
, S5i1 , S
5
i2




2 , . . . , S
q
m′q
, S5j1 , S
5
j2
, . . . , S5jl ) are canonical partitions of dense setsDp
andDq of sizes p1 + p3 + p5 = p and q2 + q3 + q5 = q, respectively. It only remains to note that the aforementioned
native brother B ′ of D′ is by part (iii) of Lemma 3.4 also a native brother of D.
(B.2.2) p1 + p3 + q2 + q3 = min{2i−1|i ∈ I5}: Then condition (vi) of Deﬁnition 4.2 implies that p1 = q2 = 0 while
p3 = q3 = min{2i−2|i ∈ I5}> 0. Since in this case D′ = B5 is a subcube, it can be split into two disjoint subcubes
Sp3 ∪˙ Sq3 =D′ of the same size |Sp3 | = p3 = q3 = |Sq3 |. Similarly as in (B.2.1.2), the application of parts (iii) and (i)
of Lemma 3.4 provides canonical partitions (Sp3 , S5i1 , S
5
i2
, . . . , S5ik ) and (S
q3 , S5j1 , S
5
j2
, . . . , S5jl ) of dense sets Dp and
Dq of sizes p3 + p5 = p and q3 + q5 = q, respectively. Moreover, part (iii) of the same Lemma also guarantees the
existence of j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m5} such that(D′ ∪ ⋃ji=1S5i , S5j+1 · · · , S5mj ) forms a canonical partition of the dense set
D := D′ ∪ D5. Since |D|< |V (Qn)|, by part (i) of Lemma 3.3 there exists a brother B of D′ ∪ ⋃ji=1S5i which
forms a native brother of D. It only remains to note that D′ ∪ ⋃ji=1S5i contains both Sp3 and Sq3 and therefore
d(B, Sp3) = d(B, Sq3) = 1. 
We deﬁne a BC-tree as a binary tree such that the sizes of any two subtrees rooted at siblings are compatible.
Theorem 4.5. Any BC-tree T can be embedded with dilation at most two
(i) onto 〈D〉 for any dense set D of size |V (T )|,
(ii) into its optimal hypercube.
Proof. Since the optimal hypercube ofT contains a dense set of size |V (T )| by Proposition 3.2, part (ii) is an immediate
consequence of part (i). It therefore sufﬁces to verify (i), which we accomplish by proving the following statement:
(∗) There exists a dense setD of size |V (T )| with a canonical partition (S1, S2, . . . , Sm) and an embedding of T onto
〈D〉 with dilation at most two such that the root of T is mapped into S1.
Note that by part (ii) of Lemma 3.3, graphs induced by dense sets of the same size are isomorphic, and therefore
(∗) really implies (i). In order to verify (∗), we argue by induction on the number of vertices of T. Leaving the case
|V (T )| = 1 to the kind reader, let |V (T )|2 and x be the root of T.
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If x has the only child y, then by the induction hypothesis there is an embedding e of the subtree of T, rooted at y,
into a dense setDy of size |V (T )| − 1 with a canonical partition (Sy1 , Sy2 , . . . , Symy ) such that e(y) ∈ Sy1 . By part (i) of
Lemma 3.3 there exists a brother B of Sy1 which is a native brother ofDy . Then there must exist a vertex u ∈ B, adjacent
to e(y). Setting e(x) = u completes the construction of the desired embedding e of T into D =Dy ∪ {u}, which by
part (iii) of Lemma 3.4 is indeed a dense set with a canonical partition (S1, S2, . . . , Sm) such that e(x) = u ∈ S1.
Next suppose that x has two children y and z and let Ty and Tz be the subtrees of T, rooted at y and z, respectively.
Since integers p = |V (Ty)| and q = |V (Tz)| are compatible by our assumption, by Lemma 4.4 there exist dense sets
Dp andDq of sizes p and q with canonical partitions (Sp1 , S
p






2 , . . . , S
q
mq ), respectively, such that
D′ = Dp ∪˙ Dq is again a dense set. By the induction hypothesis and part (ii) of Lemma 3.3, there is an embedding
of Ty (Tz) into Dp (Dq) which maps y (z) into Sp1 (Sq1 ). Moreover, Lemma 4.4 guarantees that there is a canonical
partition (S′1, S′2, . . . , S′m′) of D
′ and a brother B of S′1 which forms a native brother of D
′ such that, without a loss
of generality, Sp1 ⊆ S′1 while d(Sq1 , B)2. Hence there are u ∈ B and v ∈ Sq1 such that d(u, v)2. By part (iii) of
Lemma 3.3, we can use an automorphism of Dq to remap z to v. Similarly, as Sp1 ⊆ S′1  B, there must exist a vertex
w ∈ Sp1 , adjacent to u, and we can use an automorphism of Dp to remap y to w. To complete the construction of the
desired embedding e of T into D = D′ ∪ {u}, map the original root x to u and observe that d(e(x), e(y)) = 1 and
d(e(x), e(z))2. It only remains to note that part (iii) of Lemma 3.4 guarantees the existence of a canonical partition
(S1, S2, . . . , Sm) of D satisfying e(x) = u ∈ S1. 
Note that the proofs of Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 provide a description of a polynomial-time algorithm, which
for a given a BC-tree T constructs a dense set D of size |V (T )| and an embedding of T onto 〈D〉 with dilation at most
two.
5. Concluding remarks
A binary tree is called perfectly balanced if the sizes of any two subtrees rooted at siblings differ by no more than one.
Since this class of graphs is by part (i) of Proposition 4.3 included in the class of BC-trees, Theorem 4.5 immediately
implies
Corollary 5.1. Any perfectly balanced binary tree can be embedded into its optimal hypercube with dilation at most
two.
Another simple examples of BC-trees are complete binary trees or one-legged caterpillars, i. e. binary trees where
all vertices of degree three lie on a single path, also called a spine (to verify that this really is a BC-tree, choose an
endvertex of its spine as the root and apply part (i) of Proposition 4.3). However, the existence of an embedding of
these graphs into their optimal hypercubes with dilation at most two is already known [5].
On the other hand, there exist binary trees which do not belong to the class of BC-trees, as demonstrated by the
following example: a 3-quasistar S(p, q, r) is obtained from the graph K1,3 by subdividing its three edges into paths
of lengths p, q and r, respectively. The resulting graph is a tree with exactly one vertex of degree three, also called the
center. Now observe that if a, b, c2 are pairwise distinct integers, no matter which vertex of degree at most two is
chosen as the root, the center of S(2a − 1, 2b − 1, 2c − 1) always has two children, which are roots of subtrees whose
sizes are not compatible by part (ii) of Proposition 4.3. Therefore, this graph cannot be a BC-tree. However, it should
be also noted that there exists an embedding of any 3-quasistar into its optimal hypercube with dilation at most two by
previous results [5].
To conclude this paper, recall that our investigations were motivated by three still open conjectures stated in the
Introduction, which are supported by various partial results. The classes of binary trees for which the problems have
been already settled usually belong to one of the following categories: either they containmany vertices of themaximum
degree (complete binary trees), or their occurrence is in someway limited (quasistars, caterpillars). Observe that the class
of BC-trees includes members of both types: one-legged caterpillars on one side as well as complete binary or perfectly
balanced trees on the other. In this respect, it would be desirable to obtain more comprehensible characterization of
BC-trees than the one provided by Deﬁnition 4.2, which could also help in ﬁnding answer to a natural question: how
large is the subclass of binary trees formed by BC-trees?
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